Simplify X Technical
There are few things, techniques and tools learned over the last several years
drawing.
Many of them have come and gone, due to not only circumstances of the times, but
also because the objectives have changed and somewhat stayed the same.
Simplify
take something complex and like the namesake, simplify it. So it’s easier to replicate
and do variations with them repeatedly.
Technical
granular level of techniques and the technology behind it to understand how the
subject works. A good technical knowledge helps with having better results since it’s
specific knowledge and experience.
Key to how to improve a said thing.
It’s these two terms that was always thought of in the back of my mind.
Since it’s easier to explain what I know from several years of experiences. And
perhaps a better understanding of the situations I was in back in now processing time
have improved for me.

How to apply these two?
You can simplify a quite few things actually. It’s much easier said than done though.
Since, much of the world is complex already even before the Internet's mass takeover. It’s about, finding the signal from the noise.
For example, after shifting through lots of media, weather in the form of
manga,comics, anime, cartoons, and just anything visual in general, there will always
be a few key things to take away from.
In the case of manga, things like line works and shading can be considered easy to
replicate once a certain level of technical aptitude and knowledge is acquired.
Technical is well-finding how the manga is made, from page layouts, character
designs to even things like story-boarding, it’s all a form of technical work.

Figure 1: study of a mech from Manga "Tandem Lover", but as seen, the manga have shown the
various poses and angles the mech is drawn, when broken down into the head/torso only, the
subject is much easier to understand in terms of how to replicate for starters.

Examples of works and projects that uses them?
I like, to simplify my ink works, more so back in the day, when DS and BB inked
2017-2018 was just starting.
The character designs are not as complex as the game models, but had enough
technical to make them distinct to look like the characters based off it.
Shapes and Forms tends to be less cluttered next to the real subjects
and The ideas behind them tends to emphasis on the single or few things that makes
the subjects distinct.
Simplifying the rather complex character designs made it much easier to
discern what is what for most people out there.

Figure 2: compared to the game model, this "sumei" based render of the Pursuer from DarkSouls2
is much simpler and stylized than the one getting impaled in the game.

Technical in my case mostly, refers to a few things.
How I ink and draw with my current techniques and tools at hand.
Knowledge of the construction and builds of the subjects, much like making a model
out of box or scratch,’bash.
The level of detail and tolerances my material can handle being worked on
How much processing power my machine can handle for digital work
Technical is well-Technical, and knowing on a granular level the parameters and
traits of said materials, technology, and methods.

Figure 3: if the Humanoid Drone is broken down into simpler parts, it would consist of rectangles,
cylinders, "fabrics", and various angular components. However knowing how the technical aspect
of how it would function based on real world model making, it would have to make sense to some
capacity.

Just how far can these two terms be expanded into the projects you’ve worked
on?
There is a few projects other than the typical fanworks that were worked on for
sometime.
Subjects like cyberpunk and junkpunk, or anything industrial tends to be full of
“gribbles” and clutter, so it’s already “over-busy” with things that frankly doesn’t
seems to make sense.
Much like a literal piles of junk in the dumps.
With the technical knowledge of what to discern, the inking and simplifications of the
machinery is much easier to understand, while focusing on the traits that makes the
subjects stand out the most.

Figure 4: Since, illustrations, drawings, is within the field of visual art, it’s kind of expected that
stylized art is going to about simplification and emphasis on certain traits of the subject anyways.

Technical, refers to mostly things like proportions, tools, perspectives, and a whole
lot of “mumbo jumbo” that is taught in lectures, but are keystones to making visual
art work.
However, despite being labeled as such, it’s always something to think about for my
case, since knowing the capacity and limitations of the materials I tend to work can
be both sturdy but also fragile, ie paper and it’s various grades.
Knowing if my brush or pens can work on the materials, and if covering the surface
with too much ink thus making the subjects too cluttered or obscured to discern
clearly.

Figure 5: super armored fighting suit-safs from Maschinen Krieger ZbV 3000 (MaK), a literal
Mumbo Jumbo of words and terms slapped together and making a whole story. But even broken
down into it's technical parts, the suit is still a whole lot of just "mumbo jumbo".

What’s the take away?
Simplify-is to make things easier to understand.
Technical-is to understand the details of the things.
Simplify is to break the complex down into single parts, bit by bit.
Technical is to know how these single or complex parts works.
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